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We present velocity spectra measured in three cryogenic liquid 4He steady flows: grid and wake
flows in a pressurized wind tunnel capable of achieving mean velocities up to 5 m/s at temperatures
above and below the superfluid transition, down to 1.7 K, and a “chunk” turbulence flow at 1.55 K,
capable of sustaining mean superfluid velocities up to 1.3 m/s. Depending on the flows, the
stagnation pressure probes used for anemometry are resolving from one to two decades of the
inertial regime of the turbulent cascade. We do not find any evidence that the second-order statistics
of turbulence below the superfluid transition differ from the ones of classical turbulence, above the
transition. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. doi:10.1063/1.3504375
I. INTRODUCTION
At atmospheric pressure and below approximately 4.2 K,
4He forms a liquid phase, called He I, whose dynamics can
be described by the Navier–Stokes equation. When this liq-
uid is cooled below T2.17 K, it undergoes a phase tran-
sition, the “superfluid” transition. The new liquid phase is
called He II. The hydrodynamics of this phase can be de-
scribed with the so-called two-fluid model,1 i.e., as a super-
position of a normal component which behaves like a clas-
sical Navier–Stokes fluid with finite viscosity and a
superfluid one with zero-viscosity and quantized vorticity.
The ratio of superfluid density versus total density, s /, in-
creases from 0 to 1 when temperature decreases from T to
0 K typical values are given in Table I. The main goal of
this paper is to compare the statistics of turbulent flows
above and below this superfluid transition.
To achieve this goal, we need a local sensor that can
work both above and below T. Unfortunately, the most ef-
ficient sensors available can only operate in one of these
phases, hot-wires for TT,
2–5
and quantum vortex lines
density probes for TT.6–10
One alternative possibility is to use stagnation pressure
probes. The operating principle is similar to Pitot or Prandtl
tubes: the velocity difference between the tip of the probe
where the flow is stopped and the average flow velocity pro-
duces a pressure head 12v2. This effect is inertial, and there-
fore such probes can be used as well in He I as in He II.
The first successful attempt to resolve velocity fluctua-
tion in liquid helium with a stagnation pressure probe was
reported in 1998 by Maurer and Tabeling11 in a turbulent Von
Kármán flow both above and below T. The velocity spectra
in He II were found very similar to those in He I. Specifically
they found a f−5/3 scaling over 1.5 decade of frequency. This
pioneering result provides the first experimental evidence
that superfluid can undergo a Kolmogorov-like turbulent cas-
cade. Yet, there has been no published experimental confir-
mation of this result.12 For reference, we point that numerical
works have reported spectrum compatible with a 5/3 scal-
ing at finite temperature13,14 and in the zero temperature
limit.15–17 The reader can report to the review of Vinen and
Niemela18 for an introduction to quantum turbulence.
This paper presents an extension of this experimental
result in different geometries. We report studies of stagnation
pressure measurements both in He I and He II for three kinds
of flow: grid turbulence, wake near field flow and “chunk”
flow with two objectives in mind: i to check that the ex-
periment when done in a classical fluid like He I reproduces
expected statistical signatures for the turbulence and ii to
compare the statistical signatures for flows in He I with those
in He II.
II. PROBES AND ACQUISITION SYSTEM
In this paper, we report measurements done with four
stagnation pressure probes, hereafter called ①, ②, ③, and ④.
They were used in two wind tunnels described below,
noted TSF and Néel for convenience. Two types of pressure
transducers were used, Kulite cryogenic ultraminiature
CCQ-062 pressure transducers for probes ① and ③ and a
Fujikura Ltd. FPS-51F-15PA pressure transducer19,20 for
probes ② and ④. Both transducers are based on piezoresis-
tive gauges.
They have been customized by wrapping them into spe-
cifically designed noses and supports in order to get a
smaller resolution. The tips of the noses are made of cupron-
ickel capillaries, of typical diameters 0.40.6 mm for
probes ① and ③ and 0.60.9 mm for probes ② and ④ see
Fig. 1. The nozzle sizing is optimized for space and time
resolution. In first approximation, the nozzle acts as a pipe
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and the dead volume inside the Kulite CCQ-062 outfit as a
cavity. This introduces a Helmholtz resonance for probes ①
and ③. For probes ② and ④, the dead volume is negligible
but the pipe total length is typically 1 cm, leading to an organ
pipe resonance. For probes ①, ②, and ③, the resonance fre-
quency is found around 2 kHz, which means that, for a mean
flow velocity of 1 m/s, we cannot resolve structures smaller
than 1 mm typically. For probe ④, the resonance frequency is
below 1 kHz.
The time and space cutoff of all the probes therefore
occurs simultaneously.
Probes ①, ②, and ④ have been polarized with a sinu-
soidal voltage. The output signal is demodulated by a lock-in
amplifier. The polarization frequency is in the range 7–8 kHz
for probes ① and ② and in the range 10–20 kHz for probe ④.
This modulation/demodulation technique was chosen to im-
prove the signal to noise ratio. To make sure that no artifact
bias was introduced by this method, probe ③ was polarized
more simply using dc batteries. The full acquisition schemat-
ics is given on Fig. 2. The various properties of the probes
are summarized in Table II.
III. STAGNATION PRESSURE PROBES
USED AS ANEMOMETERS
Following the analysis of Maurer and Tabeling,11 the
first order term of the signal fluctuations measured by a stag-
nation pressure probe is linear with the local velocity fluc-
tuations, like with Pitot tubes. However, if the turbulence
intensity is too large, the second-order corrections coming
from static pressure fluctuations and quadratic velocity fluc-
tuations lead to significant bias see the Appendix for more
details.
TABLE I. Some physical properties of cryogenic helium for temperature
and pressure values relevant to our experiments.
P
Pa
T
K

kg /m3

	Pa s s /
Pressurized He I
1.1105 2.6 146.6 3.374 0
1.1105 2.3 148.0 2.980 0
Pressurized He II
1.1105 2.17 148.2 2.611 0
1.1105 2.1 147.7 1.971 0.23
1.1105 2.0 147.5 1.555 0.42
1.1105 1.9 147.3 1.389 0.56
1.1105 1.7 147.1 1.359 0.76
Saturated He II
597 1.55 145.3 1.380 0.86
TABLE II. Summary of the main properties of the probes used in our
experiments.
Probe ① ② ③ ④
Transducer Kulite Fujikura Kulite Fujikura
Nose diameter mm 0.40.6 0.60.9 0.40.6 0.60.9
Resonance kHz 2 2 2 1
Sensing ac ac dc ac
(a) (b)
(c)
FIG. 1. Color online TSF wind tunnel probes: a probe ① or ③; b probe
②. All parts are tightly assembled. For probes ① and ③, the pressure refer-
ence is realized by holes on the outer CuNi cylinder at a distance dref from
the tip; for probe ②, the pressure reference is taken in a region where the
flow is quiescent with a controlled leak on the back of the shell. Néel wind
tunnel probe: c Probe ④ is essentially similar to probe ② except that it
works as an absolute pressure probe, without hole in its shell.
Lock-in NF
A B Osc
6.8kΩ
G = 103
Demodulated
A - B G = 1
ADC
FIG. 2. Electronic diagram of the acquisition system for probes ① and ②.
The pressure transducer is represented as a resistor bridge. The imbalance is
preamplified by a low-noise preamplifier JFET, typical noise input voltage
1 nV /Hz. The mean value of the imbalance signal is substracted using an
inductor bridge and an adjustable RC filter to compensate for the phase shift.
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Maurer and Tabeling’s measurements were done using a
stagnation pressure probe inside a turbulent Von Kármán
flow. The piezoelectric probe they used was not sensitive to
the dc but they could measure the turbulence intensity 
 in
the range 20%–30% in a previous measurement.21 According
to Table V, in such conditions, the second-order corrections
represent more than 20% of the measured signal. Addition-
ally, events with flow-probe angle of attack exceeding, for
example, 15° are likely to occur at such high 
, which intro-
duces some additional bias on the signal interpretation. To
confirm and extend Maurer and Tabeling’s result, our sys-
tematic study includes a flow with a turbulence intensity
smaller than 2%, with second-order correction smaller than
3%. A grid flow was chosen because its turbulence is well
known in classical fluids.
The calibration of the probes is done in situ, by plotting
the mean output voltage versus 	v
2 where 	v
 is the mean
velocity in the channel. In the TSF wind tunnel, 	v
 is deter-
mined by enthalpy balance across a heater. In the Néel wind
tunnel, a Pitot tube located downstream from the probe see
Fig. 3 provides a measurement of the flow mean velocity.
IV. HOMOGENEOUS AND ISOTROPIC TURBULENCE:
THE TSF GRID FLOW
In this section, we present grid turbulence measurements
in the pressurized TSF wind tunnel see Fig. 3. Details about
the TSF experiment have been given in previous papers.22,23
The main dimensions are recalled in Table III. The turbu-
lence intensity in this type of flow is typically a decade
smaller than turbulent Von Kármán flows, which ensures that
the fluctuating signal from the stagnation pressure probes
corresponds to velocity fluctuations with less than 3% cor-
rection. Furthermore, the pressure is maintained far above
the saturated vapor pressure, this ensures that no bubble can
appear within the flow. However, one drawback of low tur-
bulence intensity is that the fluctuating signal on the probe is
lower, therefore the signal to noise ratio is smaller.
TABLE III. Main dimensions of the TSF wind tunnel see Figs. 3 and 1 for the definition of the notations.
p 27.2 mm L1 61 mm l2 3 mm l3 9 mm
c 15.3 mm r1 8 mm r2 7 mm r3 11 mm
L 565 mm i1 0.4 mm i2 0.6 mm i3 0.4 mm
Lc 479 mm o1 0.6 mm o2 0.9 mm o3 0.6 mm
M 3.9 mm/mesh nM 7 mesh/diam ref 0.5 mm dref 15 mm
 3.5 mm  15°
Run 1 Run 2
(a)
25
cm
Pumped He bath
Centrifugal propeller
Pitot tube
Differential capacitive
pressure gauge (for Pitot tube)
Heater
Thermometer
Honeycomb
Flow
Second sound tweezer and
stagnation pressure probe
(b)
FIG. 3. Color online a TSF wind tunnel: Schematics of the test section and the probe locations for runs 1 and 2. For run 1, a removable cylinder can be
inserted across the flow at a distance Lc downstream the grid. It was originally designed to protect a hot-wire during the transient of the system. The stagnation
pressure probe ①, located at a distance Lc+L1 downstream the grid can either measure grid turbulence when the cylinder is removed or wake turbulence when
the cylinder is inserted in the flow. Probe ① was not positioned on the pipe axis to avoid the wake of the hot-wire. For run 2, two stagnation pressure probes
② and ③ are available. b Néel wind tunnel: Schematics and picture of the test section and location of stagnation pressure probe ④.
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In this paper, we discuss two runs with different probe
positions inside the test section shown on Fig. 3, with mean
velocities ranging from 0.4 to 5 m/s and temperatures from
1.7 and 2.6 K. The Reynolds number based on the grid mesh
size M, ReM =M	v
 / is between 105 and 2106 in He I. In
He II, several Reynolds numbers can be defined. Using the
quantum of circulation =h /m9.910−8 m2 /s h is the
Planck constant and m is the mass of the 4He atom, we find
Re=M	v
 / between 1.5104 and 2105.
The probe location downstream the grid is x /M
=1382 for the first run and x /M =1212 for the second
run. Hence we can derive the turbulence intensity and the
transverse integral scale Lg expected in He I using Comte–
Bellot and Corrsin’s fits,24
	v
2/	v2
 = 15 xM − x0M
1.2
, 1
Lg/M = 0.06x/M − x0/M0.35, 2
where x0 /M is the virtual origin ranging from 2 to 4.
The expected turbulence intensity in the TSF loop is
therefore between 1.3% and 1.5% and the expected trans-
verse integral scale Lg lies in the range 1.2–1.3 mm. Alter-
native prefactors and exponents in Eqs. 1 and 2 have been
proposed in the literature. Using those reported by Mohamed
and LaRue,25 we find a turbulence intensity between 0.92%
and 1.7% for x /M =121 run 2 and 0.84% and 1.6% for
x /M =138 run 1. In any cases, the turbulence intensity is
small enough to safely assume that the measured signal is
not polluted by static pressure fluctuations nor by large angle
of attack between the flow and the probe.
The velocity power spectra f are given on Fig. 4,
where the velocity spectral density over the time interval
0, tmax, f, is defined as
f =  2tmax0
tmax
vte−2iftdt2. 3
The normalization is such that

0
+
fdf = 	v2
 . 4
The actual spectra are calculated using the Welch method on
windows of 215 data points. The total recording time is 7 min
for most time series but we also recorded some 15 and 30
min long ones, with a sampling frequency of 9.77 or 19.5
kHz and a high-order antialiasing filter. In He I, a Kolmog-
orov scaling f f−5/3 is expected in the inertial range of
the turbulent cascade. Above the corner frequency around
100–200 Hz, our measurements are compatible with such a
scaling although the limited resolved range calls for caution.
On this representation, the measurements in He II seem in-
distinguishable from those in He I, which suggests that the
turbulence second-order statistics in the upper part of the
inertial cascade are the same above and below the superfluid
transition. However, this representation is not well suited for
detailed comparisons because of the peaks of noise. In the
following, we present more quantitative characteristics of
this spectra to refine the comparison of flows in He I and
He II, i.e., below and above the superfluid transition.
We first examine the integral scale of the flow and the
turbulence intensity. Both can be calculated from the spectra.
The values obtained above the superfluid transition can be
compared against Comte–Bellot and Corrsin’s fits for classi-
cal grid flows.
The longitudinal integral scale in the flow Ll can be de-
fined as
Ll =
1
	v2
0
+
	v0vr
dr =

2
0
0
+kdk
, 5
where the wavenumber k and the energy spectrum in wave-
number space k are defined as
k = 2f/	v
k = 	v

2
f .  6
For an ideal flat spectrum below k0 and a k−5/3 scaling above
k0, we have

0
+
kdk =
5
2
0k0, 7
and therefore, one can derive the observed longitudinal inte-
gral scale as Ll= 	v
 /10f0 and then, assuming homogeneous
FIG. 4. Color online Grid turbulence velocity spectra acquired by probe ①
for three different mean velocities both above and below the superfluid
transition. The Helmholtz resonance frequency is found near 2 kHz. The
solid lines are visual aids to find the corner frequency, f0. The high-
frequency lines show the 5/3 scaling. Inset: Compensated grid flow energy
spectrum for various conditions both above and below the superfluid tran-
sition see text. The value of the plateau provides an estimate for the one-
dimensional Kolmogorov constant Ck for both He I and He II grid
turbulence.
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isotropic turbulence, the transverse integral scale Lg as
Lg=Ll /2.
In our measurements, the low-frequency part of the
spectrum is not flat down to a few tens of millihertz. Those
small fluctuations only represents some 0.1% of the mean
velocity and therefore make little change on the value of the
turbulence intensity. They may come from small and slow
fluctuations of the forcing mean velocity rather than from
grid-generated turbulences. Therefore, it is necessary to
choose a criterion to determine the corner frequency f0. We
define it as the frequency of the crossing of two power laws:
one with a scaling f−5/3 fitted on the spectrum inertial cas-
cade and one with an arbitrary scaling f−0.4 which roughly
reproduces the resolved low-frequency part of the spectrum.
Values of corner frequencies and derived integral scales for
each spectrum are summarized in Table IV, including error
estimates. There was more noise during run 2, which ex-
plains the larger uncertainty on f0.
To get the rms velocity fluctuations, or the turbulence
intensity, 
=	v2
 / 	v
, we calculate the area below f in
a linear plot, or in practice, the area below f ·f in a semi-
log plot, to have a better estimate of the uncertainties see
inset of Fig. 5. We also ignored the contribution of the low-
frequency increase since it is not expected to come from the
turbulence cascade.
For run 1 x1=540 mm, the measured turbulence
intensity is found to be 
1= 1.30.1%; for run 2
x2=470 mm, 
2= 1.750.15% see Fig. 5. The longitu-
dinal integral scale is around Ll=2.5 mm for both runs, the
error bars make it impossible to resolve the variation of Ll
between these two positions. As a first result, we find that
both quantities are consistent with Comte–Bellot and Corrsin
fits for classical grid flow. Besides, and more importantly, we
find that both the integral scale and the turbulence intensity
remain unchanged above and below the superfluid transition,
within relative experimental uncertainties of 8% for 
 and
20% for Ll.
From 
1 and 
2, we can estimate directly the turbulence
dissipation rate  from the turbulent kinetic energy flux at
position x1 and x2,
 	v
3 
2
x
  	v
3 
22 − 
12
x2 − x1
. 8
From the measured values, we can get 
2 /x
0.0021 m−1. This is in good agreement, with less precise
alternative estimation,26
 1.1
	v2
3/2
Lg
= 1.1	v
3

3
Lg
, 9
where 1.1
3 /Lg lies in the range 0.0012–0.0045 m−1
From  and assuming isotropic and homogeneous turbu-
lence, we can compute the turbulence microscale  in He I,
TABLE IV. Some integral scale measurements derived from the velocity power spectra obtained in run 1 probe
① and run 2 probe ②. For comparison, Comte–Bellot and Corrsin predictions gives Ll=2.6 mm for run 1 and
Ll=2.5 mm for run 2.
Run
x
mm
	v

m/s
f0
Hz
Ll
mm
Lg
mm
He I and He II identical within error bars
1 540 3.3 14025 2.40.4 1.20.2
1 540 2.5 10525 2.40.8 1.20.4
1 540 1.7 7425 2.30.9 1.150.45
He I only
2 470 4.2 15450 2.71.0 1.30.5
2 470 2.5 9840 2.51.2 1.250.6
FIG. 5. Color online Turbulence intensity 
 measured for the two grid flow
runs in the TSF wind tunnel for various velocities and temperatures, com-
puted using the integral of the energy spectrum. Inset: Estimation of the
envelope of the energy spectrum. The area below the envelope is the energy
of the velocity fluctuations. The dots are experimental data points, the solid
line is the estimated envelope below the spectrum, and the dashed line is the
extrapolated spectrum flat spectrum in the low-frequency limit and f−5/3
scaling in the high-frequency limit. The energy from the low-frequency
f−0.4 increase is not taken in the turbulent energy estimate. However, this
makes a relative difference smaller than a few percents in the final estimate.
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 = 15
	v2

2
. 10
The derived values of  lies in the range 70–230 	m and
R=	v2
 / in the range 60–250. We find R100 for
most of our experimental conditions, which is consistent
with the assumption of developed grid turbulence above the
superfluid transition. Therefore, we expect the inertial
range energy spectrum to roughly follow the Kolmogorov
prediction,
k = Ck2/3k−5/3. 11
On the inset of Fig. 4, we plot the compensated energy
spectrum,
k = −2/3k5/3k . 12
From the value of the “plateau,” we can derive an estimate
for the Kolmogorov constant, Ck, in both He I and He II. We
find values in the range Ck=0.3–0.4. This is a one-
dimensional Kolmogorov constant, which can be related to
the three-dimensional Kolmogorov constant C3d assuming
local isotropy,
C3d =
55
18Ck. 13
We find that the three-dimensional Kolmogorov constant lies
in the range 0.9–1.2.
Previous normal fluid grid flow experiments27–30 have
reported measured values of the Kolmogorov constant
scattered31 around C3d=1.5, in the window C3d=1.0–1.74
i.e., Ck=0.33–0.57. The value that we find is close to the
smaller values reported in the literature. Our emphasis will
not be on the actual value that we have measured. Indeed, the
latter can be affected by systematic errors, such as systematic
bias on the probe calibration. However, it is quite remarkable
that our measure of the Kolmogorov constant in He II down
to 2.0 K coincides with the value measured in He I within
30% relative error margin.
V. HIGH TURBULENCE INTENSITY FLOWS
We report two sets of high turbulence intensity flows:
measurements done in the TSF wind tunnel in the near wake
of a cylinder see schematics of run 1 on Fig. 3a and
measurements done in the Néel wind tunnel, sketched on
Fig. 3c and described in more details elsewhere.10 The
main advantage of such flows is a better signal-to-noise ratio.
However, the turbulence is less homogeneous and less iso-
tropic, especially in the near wake flow.
A. Near wake flow
The cylinder used in the TSF wind tunnel was originally
designed to protect a hot-wire during the filling of the cryo-
genic loop, in particular, to avoid droplets from colliding
with the wire. Therefore, the dimensions are not designed to
produce fully developed wake turbulence. As shown on
Table III, the wake cylinder diameter c is 15.3 mm for a
pipe diameter p of 27.2 mm, leading to a significant wall
confinement. Besides, the cylinder length is slightly smaller
than the pipe diameter as shown on Fig. 6. The dimension-
less distance between the cylinder axis and the sensor L1 /c
is 4.00.3. The cylinder Reynolds number c	v
 / falls in
the range 3105−2106, where 	v
 is estimated upstream
or downstream from the cylinder, and not on the constric-
tion where 	v
 is larger. In a less confined geometry, the
Strouhal number,
St =
fvc
	v

, 14
where fv is the frequency of vortex shedding, is undefined at
such Re in classical fluids.32 Finally, we point that this flow
geometry can lead to large angle of attack on the probe.
Figure 7 shows spectra in the near wake of the cylinder
in both He I and He II. No sharp Strouhal peak is visible,
either above or below the superfluid transition. The slope is
steeper than 5/3. One possible explanation is that the spec-
tral distribution of energy right after the obstacle is concen-
trated at the largest scales, and by the time the probe is
reached, it has not developed yet into the Kolmogorov cas-
cade. As another possible explanation, we also point out that
velocity spectra in strongly inhomogeneous classical flows,
in particular, near a stable vortex, are known33 to scale
such as f−, with  in the range 1.65–2.50. In any case, our
result shows that the indistinguishability between He I and
FIG. 6. Color online Left: picture of the removable cylinder in the TSF
wind tunnel. The angle between the probe and the axis of the pipe is 17°.
Right: picture of the grid.
101 102 103
10−7
10−6
10−5
10−4
10−3
10−2
-2.1
f [Hz]
φ
(f
)
[m
2 s
−
2 H
z−
1 ]
2.6 K, 2.5 m/s
1.7 K, 1.7 m/s
2.6 K, 0.8 m/s
2.0 K, 0.4 m/s
FIG. 7. Color online Velocity spectra in the near wake of a cylinder in the
TSF wind tunnel both above and below the superfluid transition with mean
velocity increasing from bottom to top. The high-frequency peak near 2 kHz
is the sensor Helmholtz frequency.
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He II does not require an equilibrium state in the sense of
Kolmogorov.
B. Chunk turbulence
The Néel wind tunnel is placed in a saturated liquid
helium bath see Fig. 3c. The temperature is controlled
mainly by the bath pressure and fine-tuned by a tempera-
ture regulator. The data discussed here are obtained at
T=1.55 K, which corresponds to a superfluid fraction s /
86%. Above the superfluid transition, bubbles are likely to
appear in saturated baths. Therefore, we only report measure-
ments below the superfluid transition, where the absence of
thermal gradients prevents the forming of bubbles. The tur-
bulence is generated by a continuously powered centrifugal
pump and probed by stagnation pressure probe ④ and a local
quantum vortex lines density probes in a 23 mm diameter,
250 mm long brass pipe, located upstream from the pump.
The analyses of the quantum vortex line density results are
discussed in a previous paper.10,34 The useful range of veloc-
ity is 0.25–1.3 m/s. The typical turbulence intensity is
roughly constant in this range of parameters. Its value is
181% if we choose to remove the energy that comes
from the low-frequency variation of the mean velocity, like
we did in the previous parts; or in the range 25%–35%, if
we choose to keep all the measured energy, like was done
in the previous paper.10 The superfluid Reynolds number
Re=V / falls in the range 6104−3105.
Figure 8 shows spectra obtained in the Néel wind tunnel
in He II. They show one decade of f− scaling, with
=1.55–1.69. This is compatible with a Kolmogorov 5/3
turbulent cascade with a relative experimental error bar of
less than 7% on the exponent. The compensated spectra are
shown on Fig. 9 using est= 	v2
3/2 /Lg and Lg=1 cm.
From the value of the plateau, we find a one-dimensional
Kolmogorov constant around 0.5. Although the “chunky” as-
pect of the flow prevents to speculate on its value, we note
that it is in good agreement with values in a classical flows.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
We have done systematic superfluid velocity measure-
ments in three different highly turbulent flows. The upper
inertial range of the turbulent cascade was resolved with
various anemometers based on stagnation pressure probes.
We found that the second-order statistics of the superfluid
velocity fluctuations does not seem to differ from those of
classical turbulence down to the precision of our measure-
ments.
It is worth pointing that nonconventional velocity statis-
tics have been recently reported in superfluid flows, both in
an experimental35 and a numerical36 study. These studies
were conducted at a much lower effective Reynolds number
and the probing of the flow velocity was done at a scale
where quantum effects are prevalent. In the present work, the
characteristic length scale of quantum effect is much lower
than the probe resolution. For example, in the Néel flow, the
typical distance between two neighboring quantum vortici-
ties is a few microns,34 to be compared with the probe reso-
lution of 1 mm typically.
To go further into the physics of quantum turbulence, it
would be necessary to resolve the small scales of a high-
Reynolds number flow. To do this at given Reynolds number,
one should either increase the cutoff scale by scaling up
the experiment or decrease the size of the probe. However,
it is delicate to reduce the size of stagnation pressure probes
below, say 200 	m. One alternative is to design new
types of probes—for example, adapting cantilever-based
anemometers37 to low temperatures.
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APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF THE STAGNATION
PRESSURE SIGNAL
We consider the total pressure Ut measured by a stag-
nation pressure probe in a classical incompressible fluid,
Ut = 12vt
2 + Pt , A1
where  is the density of the fluid, vt the local velocity, and
Pt the local static pressure. Equation A1 can be rewritten
using Reynolds decomposition vt= 	v
+vt and Pt
= 	P
+ Pt,
Ut = 12	v

2 + 	P
 + 	v
vt + Pt + 12vt
2
. A2
We recall the definition of the turbulence intensity 
,

 =
	v2

	v

. A3
The typical magnitude of the static pressure fluctuation
P can be estimated for isotropic and homogeneous
turbulence,38–40
	P2

1
2	v
2

 1.4. A4
Therefore, the terms of Eq. A2 can be divided in orders
of 
,
U0 =
1
2	v

2 + 	P
 =O1
U1t = 	v
vt =O

U2t = Pt +
1
2vt
2
=O
2 , A5
where U0 is a constant offset, used only for calibrating the
probe, U1t is the signal of interest, and U2t is the second-
order corrective term, considered as a spurious signal for
stagnation pressure probes. The relative weight of U2 versus
U1 can be estimated versus the turbulent intensity 
,
U1t = 	v
vt  	v
2
 ,
A6
U2t =  Pt  0.7	v
2
21
2vt
2  0.5	v
2
2.
Some values are given in Table V. We can see that for tur-
bulence intensity larger than 20%, like those obtained in Von
Kármán cells, and in wake or “hunk flows, almost 30% of
the measured signal comes from second-order correction
terms. However, for turbulence intensities of grid flows, less
than 2% in our case, more than 96% of the measured signal
comes from the linear velocity term.
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